Polarized spectra of absorption and light-induced absorbance changes are presented for the crysrallized rcacilon centers ol
Introduction
In photosynthesis a reaction center catalyses the charge separation and the transfer of an electron across the photosynthetic membrane. The energy for this process is derived from light absorbed by the reaction center itself or by the antenna pigments. Recently the crystalhzation of the photosynthetic reaction centers from the purple bacterium Rhodopseudomonas viridis [l] allowed the determination of the spatial structure of the reaction center complex by X-ray crystal structure analysis [2] _ So far optical and magnetic resonance studies 13.41 have been used to deduce indirect information about the structure and the electron-transfer mechanism. Now theoretical studies based on the structural information can be applied to analyze spectra in more detail and to extract information about the interaction mechanisms and the dynamics of energy and charge transfer.
In fG_ la the spatial arrangement of the pigment molecules is shown. The phytyl tails of the bacteriochlorophyll b (BClb) and the bacteriopheophytin b (BPhb) molecules as well as the protein components are omitted. The electron density map used to build up the molecular model was determined at a resolu- 
Results
The ordered arrangement of the reaction centers in the crystal allows the invkstigation of well defmed polarization geometries not accessible in liquid samples. 
